
 

Expressions - A Collection of Thoughts
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“We all have our thoughts, millions a day, in and out of our minds they play. 
Some of them we speak. 

Some we dismiss. 
Some we write down or even paint. 

Here are some of my thoughts, expressed and now shared, in my own way.”  
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EXPRESSIONS 

Expressions 
 Of life, Of love, 

Of heart, Of mind, 
Of hope, Of peace, 

Of light, Of soul

  
Expressions 

Of me.



A DIAGNOSIS

A future in uncertainty
A life in the balance

A heart at the breaking point
A mind at the edge of reason

A hope beyond logic
A light beyond the tunnel

A time of pure fear
A wish of pure Love.



MUSIC

Music
Can lighten my load, For an hour or two
And lift up my heart, To be with you.

Music
Renders my eyes obsolete,

Allowing my mind freedom, complete.

Music
In our listening moments, So much will it share
And so high we’ll vibrate, Our Souls in its care.

Music
Renders our eyes obsolete,

Opening our hearts to love, complete.



DOUBT

Ever doubted tomorrow will come?
Ever doubted night follows day?
Ever doubted birds will sing?

No!

So, never doubt your Love.
For, your Love is your Life!



LET DOWNS

When others let you down, look upwards.

When YOU let you down, look inwards!



STRANGE LIFE

How strange this life
So different our worlds

Too long hid below
Feeling gently unfurls

And deep knowing awakes
In both heart and mind

Reclaiming dear love
Love time left behind.



REMEBERANCE

Remember me, do.

Cry for me, don't.

Smile for me, now.

Love me, always.



TRUTH

The colour seems gone
The Light all in tatters,

Our hearts yearn to show
Love is all that matters.

Yet with sober restraint
And emotions controlled,
We explore our worlds
On tenuous footholds.

And few things bring comfort
To ward off our doubts,
But whatever we think

The Truth will out.



Universal Warrior

When the Universe gives you a gift,
Is it smart to send it back?

When the Universe hears your prayers,
Is it wise to ignore its signposts?

When the Universe speaks in your thoughts,
Is the only option to think, ‘I must be crazy!’?

When I hear and see and sense the Universe at work in my life,
I’m going to listen, feel and respond with all the 

honesty, courage and love I can muster.

In this way, I truly believe, I will never again throw away a chance 
for happiness and fulfilment, peace and love.

Oh yes! I can see now, after years of being blinded by it, 
that Fear has no place in the kit-bag of the Universal Warrior!



FOREVER

You drove so far to find me
And we sat there, amazed, together

I've known you and your heart
Forever

I know you now as I knew you then
Through glimpses I see us together

 Remembering your scent and your eyes
Forever

Our days we share in work and love
Our nights spent merged together
I've felt your breath and your arms

Forever


